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Chapter 1  Safety and Warning 

1.1 Machine Earthing 
This machine must be earthed on worksite, or be earthed according to the earthing drawing. 

1.2 Safety and Warning Items 
1.2.1  This machine operations have to be performed by a well trained operator.   

1.2.2  Electric Shock can injure or kill. Never touch any parts that are electrically “live” or “hot.”  

1.2.3  Under flame cutting, gas resource or gas system leak may cause fire, burn or explosion accidents, 

seriously harmful to persons and equipments. 

1.2.4  Fire and hot slag may splash during cutting, please stay away from nozzles and ensure the 

working area is free of flammable things, otherwise it may cause fire accidents, explosion and burn 

hurting. 

1.2.5  Under plasma cutting, fire and explosion can be caused by hot slag, sparks, or the plasma arc. 

Stay away from nozzle when start. 

1.2.6 Plasma Rays can injure your eyes and burn your skin. Wear protection glasses and protectioncloth.  

1.2.7  Noise can harm your hearing, please wear protection earplug. 

1.2.8  Gases and fumes produced during the plasma cutting process can be dangerous and hazardous 

to your health. Keep all fumes and gases from the breathing area. Keep your head out of the welding 

fume plume. Use an air-supplied respirator if ventilation is not adequate to remove all fumes and gases.  

1.2.9  Ensure the machine and the workplace are safe before turn on the power supply. 

1.2.10 Wear dry gloves and clothing. Insulate yourself from the work piece or other parts of the welding 

circuit. Keep the working environment and machine dry. 

1.2.11  Don’t cut any vessel with flammable substance. 

1.2.12  Never use flammable and explosive tools to operate the machine. 

1.2.13  Never retrofit or change the machine. 

1.3 Safety Instruction 
This instruction is only for reference, please execute according to related Safety Regulation. 

1.3.1  Electric Shock Protection 
① The machine must be earthed well, including switch plug, machine body, plasma power source and 

other electric parts.  

② Keep the operator body and his cloth, shoes and gloves dry.  

③ Don’t stand or sit on the wet workplace when operate the machine. 

④ Extra care must be taken when the workplace is moist or damp. Must ware insulated gloves, shoes 

and necessary insulated material to keep the operator from electric shock. 

⑤ Repair or replace all worn or damaged parts.  

⑥ Naked wire connection terminals are dangerous, all terminals should not be naked. 

⑦ Must cut off power supply and wait for at least 2 minutes when change any electric parts. If plasma 

power source, wait for at least 5 minutes.  

⑧ Don’t bypass or short any power source protection device, never retrofit or change wire connections. 

⑨ Must cut off the power supply when change plasma electrodes and nozzles. 

1.3.2 Eye Protection 
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① To protect your eyes, always wear a welding helmet or shield. Also always wear safety glasses with 

side shields, goggles or other protective eye wear. 

② Replace the protection glasses when the glasses damaged or defiled. 

③ Warn the persons who in the workplace, don’t see the strong light or plasma arc without eye 

protection .  

1.3.3 Skin Protection 
① Wear welding gloves and suitable clothing to protect your skin from the arc rays and sparks. 

② Wear safety gloves, shoes and hamlet.  

③ Cover all parts of your body. 

④ Wear closemouthed trousers to protect spark and hot slag.  

1.3.4  oxic Gases and Fumes  
① Use an air-supplied respirator if ventilation is not adequate to remove all fumes and gases.  

② Don’t cut any materials which contain Cadmium, Antimony, Chromium, Mercury, Arsenic, Cobalt, 

Nickel, Barium, Copper, Selenium, etc. If you have to, please wear gas defense mask and related gas 

ventilation equipment. 

③ Don’t cut any vessel with poisoned substance. If you have to, please clean it and wear gas defense 

mask.  

1.3.5  Fire and Explosion  
① When doing flame cutting, it will cause explosion if gas released because of gas pipe or connections, 

or because of wrong operation. Check all gas connections and gas pipes before start work.  

② The spark and hot slag produced during cutting may cause fire or explosion, too.  

③ The cutting workplace must be equipped with fire fighting devices, such as fire extinguisher, sand box 

and water, etc. 

④ This machine operations have to be performed by a well trained operator. 

⑤ The flammable and explosive material must be kept over 10meters away from the cutting machine. 

⑥ Never cut any flammable and explosive vessels, never cut in flammable and explosive circumstance, 

never cut pressure vessels or other close-in vessels.  

⑦When use underwater or semi-dry work table for cutting aluminum, hydrogen will be produced and 

stored in the work table and may cause hydrogen explosion, must equip exhaust pipe device. 

1.3.6 Gas Regulation Valve 
① Don’t use bad quality and easy damaged gas regulation valve, it will hurt operator.  

② Don’t use gas-released regulation valve. 

③ Don’t use oil to lubricate gas regulation valve. 

1.3.7 Gas Tank 
① Don’t use gas-released or damaged gas tanks.  

② Don’t put the gas tanks upside down or unsafe.  

③ Don’t remove or transport gas tanks without safe valve.  

④ Don’t use oil to lubricate gas tanks. 

⑤ Don’t use hammer or other tools to beat or open the gas tanks. 

1.3.8 Gas Pipe 
① Honeybee use universal standard pipes, the oxygen pipe is blue, gas pipe is red. Never mix them. 

② If gas pipe is aging, or damaged and burned, replace it at once no matter it is gas released or not. 

③ Gas pipes knot tied are forbidden.  

④ Check gas pipes, pipes connections to see if loosed or gas released before work.  
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Chapter 2  Production Introduction 

2.1 Product Outline 
This machine is Honeybee brand Portable CNC Cutting Machine. It supports flame cutting only, plasma 

cutting only or both flame and plasma cutting. It enjoys compact structure, small size and lightweight. It 

does not take fixed machine room and can be moved easily by two persons. Honeybee can be used both 

indoors and outdoors.  

Honeybee Portable CNC Cutting Machine is applied in large, medium and small size enterprises, widely 

used in Auto, Shipping Building and Engineering Machines industries. It can cut any complex plane 

figures on carbon steel plates (flame cutting) and Stainless steel plates or other nonferrous metal (by 

plasma cutting). It can reduce secondary process and increase your productivity.  

The FastCAM Program Software supports drawing and nest. It is easily learned and operated. It can 

transform AutoCAD file into G codes/CNC file. Save the CNC file into U disk and load into the cnc cutting 

machines. The cnc cutting machine can read the G codes.  

Honeybee Portable Cutting Machine equips USB interface, which easy for program transfer.  

2.2 Product Structure  
   This machine is made of host machine, guide rails, crossbeam and plasma THC, as picture 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

Pic.1  Honeybee Portable CNC Plasma Cutting Machine HBST2008LCD 

 

 

2.3 Honeybee Portable CNC Cutting Machine Parameters 
   The sizes can be customized. 

Crossbeam

Guide Rails 

Host Machine 

Plasma THCPlasma Power Source 
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Basic Model HBST2005LCD HBST2008LCD 

Input Voltage 220V 

Frequency 50Hz 

Rated Power 180W 

LED screen size 7’’ (Colorful Screen) 

Host Machine Size 508mm×344mm×305mm(L*W*H) 600mm×449mm×350mm(L*W*H) 

X axis effective cutting 

size 
1200mm 1600mm 

Y axis effective cutting 

size 
2000/3500/5500mm 3400/5400mm 

Guide Rail Width 196mm 345mm 

Cutting Speed 0~3000mm/min 

Plasma Cutting 

Thickness 
1~20mm（Depends on plasma power source capacity） 

Net Weight 70.5Kg（1200x2000mm） 95.5Kg（1600x3400mm） 

Emergency Button No Have 

Motor Enable Button No Have 

Plasma Power Source Hypertherm Powermax series, Thermadyne Cutmaster series 

Remark:  
The standard THC for plasma cutting is arc voltage auto torch height control and motorized torch lifter. 

2.4 Usage of this Manual 
This Manual is only applied for the warning, structure parameters, usage of Honeybee Portable CNC 

Flame or Plasma Cutting Machine. Please choose right operation methods according to the machine 

configure.  

As for the plasma power source, please refer to the Operator Manual of Plasma Power Source. 

As for the program software, please refer to FastCAM Manual.  

Notice:  
1) If there is something unclear, please call the Dealer or us Manufacturer Service Center.. 

2) If the machine is malfunction, don’t deal it yourself, p lease call the Dealer or us Manufacturer Service 

Center. 

3)The cutting parameter in the annex is only for reference. 
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Chapter 3  Installation 

3.1 Open the packages and Check 
After receive the cargo, please open and check the items. If the cargo is not right, please contact 

Honeybee Sales or Dealer. 

3.2 Portable CNC Cutting Machine Installation  

(The example is HBST2008LCD and Thermadyne Cutmaster A120 plasma power 
source).) 
3.2.1 Longitudinal Rails Assembly (Y Axis) 
Take the frame constituted by the two longitudinal rails 

Take the two transversal beams 

Slide the captive nuts to the place where one transversal beam will be install on the frame (≈400mm from 

the edge of the frame) See picture 3. 

Put one transversal beam in place, insert 4 M8 screws through the beam into the captive nuts and torque 

them. See picture 4. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 2:Transversal beam screw              Picture 3: Longitudinal Rails Frame Assembled 

 

 

 

3.2.2 Central Unit Installation 
—Hold the Central Unit Front Panel and make the guiding blocks fit well with the two rails.  

—Put the guiding blocks on the rails carefully. 

 

 

 

                                                     

M8 Captive nut 

rails  Base frame  M8 
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Picture 4  Central Unit Installation 

 

 

—Put the Central Unit on the rails softly. 

 
Picture 5:  Put the Central Unit on the rails and Uplift it softly 

 

 

—Uplift the Central Unit softly, don’t make it crash on the edge of rails. 

—Slowly move the Central Unit forward until the it totally install on the rails.  
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Picture 6: Sliding of the Central Unit on the Rails 

 

3.2.3 Cross Beam Assembly Installation (X Axis) 
—Handle with care the Cross Beam assembly to avoid any damage to the flexible gas pipes, the 

electromagnetic valve and the torch assembly.  

—Hold the Cross Beam parallel to the floor and perpendicular to the Anti-heat Wall. Notice the rack 

direction must match with the notch of the Central Unit, as picture 8. 

—Insert the Cross Beam into the Central Unit, exercise a small force on it, make the rack of Cross Beam 

match well with the gear of the Central Unit.  

 

 
 

Picture 7 
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3.2.4 Fix plasma torch(with torch cable) on the torch holder, as picture 8.  

 
Pic.8 Motorized Torch Lifter and THC Install 

3.2.5 Plasma Power Source connection refers to Plasma Power Source Operator 
Manual.  
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Pic 9  Thermadyne Cutmaster A120 Plasma Power Source 

 

 
                    Pic.10  Thermadyne Cutmaster A120 Consumables 

3.2.6  Cables Connection  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic. 11 Portable Flame/Plasma Cutting Machine Cables Connection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Power supply  Power supply socket 

Plasma power source and central 

unit communicate cable 6p 

Initial position 

cable    2p 

Magnetic valve, motorized 

torch lifter cable 4p 
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Pic.12  Plasma power source and central unit             Picture 13 Initial position cable 

Communicate cable 

Shield cap  Cutting table (material) Cross beam end  Plasma power end 

 Picture 14 cable connect   

    

2P to IHS                                                          Cutting table end 

1                                                                    Shield cap 

2                                                                    Cutting table (material) 

 
4P to Torch                                                    Cross beam end 4P socket 

1                                                                    1 Motor 

2                                                                    2 Motor 

3                                                                    3 Magnetic valve 

4                                                                    4 Magnetic valve 

 
6P to Plasma                                              Plasma power end 14P socket 

1                                                                    3 START+     

2                                                                    4 START‐ 

3                                                                    6 ARC+ 

4                                                                    5 ARC‐ 

 

To central unit 6p 

To plasma power source To central unit 2p

To plasma 

torch 

To work table 

（Black） 
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Unit now, a Portable Plasma Cutting Machine Installation is finished, as picture 15.  

Notice: The plasma power source Operator Manual must be read before connection and operate plasma 

power source. 

 

Pic.15 Portable CNC Plasma Cutting Machine Overall Picture 
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Chapter 4  Control Panel and Function 

4.1 Control Panel 
Notice: This picture shows HBST2008LCD control panel,  it has Emergency Stop, Free, Run keys. 

HBST2005LCD has not. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 16 Central Unit Control Panel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English Interface 

Input key 
LED 

Function key  Star

Stop

Software 

update 
USB socket 

E‐Stop 

Free 

Run 
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E-STOP (Emergency stop): When the machine has emergent malfunction, press this button to cut off the 

motor power supply. Revolve the button to power on. 

FREE (Motor enable/able): Use for manually pulling the central unit or cross beam. When pull the central 

unit or cross beam, turn it off , when normally cut, turn it on. 

RUN (Running indication): When the machine is under normal cutting, the running indication light is on, 

otherwise it is off. 

4.2 CNC System Function 
 This Portable CNC system is applicable to Portable flame/Plasma cutting. 

 High reliability as well as good resistance to plasma disturbance, lightning and surge.  

 Practical torch/plasma cutting craftwork, under plasma cutting, be able to perform corner speed 

control and height control automatically; 

 Kerf compensation, reasonability check and report for user's option;  

 Breakpoint restoration, automatic power-back recovery and automatic breakpoint memory, 

 Random section and piercing point selection, 

 Optional piercing position feature in mode of RETURN, SECTION(section selection) and 

RESBREK(breakpoint restoration), very convenient for user control, 

 Special short line machining feature based on smooth travel, extensively applicable to metal 

blanking as well as advertisement and ironwork fabrication, etc. 

 Shape library of 24-type patterns, extensible and customizable, including the common machining 

parts, 

 Compatible with many program software; 

 Operation menu both in Chinese and English, dynamic graphic display, 8-times zoom, free point 

automatic tracking, USB disk program and timely software upgrade. 

 System operation displayed in step by step. 

4.3 CNC System Technical Specification 
Processor: Industrial ARM7 CPU 

Display: 7" Color LCD 

Input/output: 13 channels of optical isolation input and 8 channels of optical isolation output 

Interlocked axles: 2 axles; 

Pulse equivalency: variable, electronic gear numerator and optional denominator in the range from 1 to 

65535. 

Memory space: 32M-64M oversized memory capacity for user program and no restriction to machining 

program 

Operation temperature: 0 to +40℃; storage temperature: -40 to +60℃ 

4.4 Function Key 
As the picture below, the design of hierarchy-based functional windows is adopted for system operating 

display. If a function is invoked in the main menu window, the corresponding sub-window menu will pop 

up. Press [F1] to [ F7] to select the corresponding function according to window prompt. Press ［ESC ］
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to abandon the selection and return to the upper level of menu. 

                                 

[[F1] AUTO : Programmed control of automatic machining; 

[F2] MAN : To manually control the position of cutting torch; 

[F3] EDIT: To edit/modify/input/output the machining program; 

[F4] SETUP : To set system parameters; 

[F5] DIAGNOSE : To check the input/output information of cutting machine; 

[F6] LIBMINIT :  To set normal shapes and nest material. 

 

4.5 Order Keys 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

Picture 17 Order Keys 

 

 

 

 

 

Program 

input key 

Torch 

control keys 
Torch control 

keys under 

manual mode 

Start & Stop 

key 
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Order Keys Description 

Order Keys Usage 

 

 

 
Green key，start running. 

 

 

 

Red key，stop /pause running. 

 

 

 

Move torch right（+X） 

 

 

 

Move torch left（－X） 

 

 

 

Move torch forward（+Y） 

 

 

 

Move torch backward（－Y） 

 

 

 

Regulate torch running speed(cutting speed), the torch running speed will 

increase according to ratio as every press.  

 

 

 

Regulate torch running speed(cutting speed), the torch running speed will 

decrease according to ratio as every press. 

 

 

 

Turn on/off cutting oxygen under manual mode, 

The following five function keys are invalid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For insert function under Edit. 

Rise display brightness. 

 

 

 

For delete under Edit. 

Reduce display brightness. 

 

 

 

Page up under program. 

If equip motorized torch lifter, control torch rising. 

 

 
Page down under program. 

If equip motorized torch lifter, control torch down. 
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Enter. 

 

 

 

Space. 

 

 

 

Input G code under program. 

 

 

 

Input X axis coordinate under program. 

 

 

 

Input Y axis coordinate under program.  

 

 

 

Change running speed under program. 

 

 

Input numbers. 

 

 

 

Software upgrade. 

Pic. 18 
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Chapter 5  Operation 
 

Main steps for operating the Portable CNC Cutting Machine 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Main Menu 
After turn on the machine, the LCD screen will display as picture below: (Picture 25) 

 

 
 

Use AutoCAD to draw and load the DWG/DXF 

files into FastCAM, use FastCAM to nest and 

transfer the files into TXT files

Use USB key to load the TXT file into 
the CNC Cutting Machine 

Load the file, preview it, set the 
cutting speed, preheat time, kerf and 
suitable nozzles

Turn on preheat valve manually and 
ignite   

Turn on the cutting oxygen magnetic 
valve, regulate cutting flame line, turn 
it off 

Move the torch to the initial cutting 
place on the steel plate 

Load the drawing to the cutting 
interface, press green Start button 
and begin cutting
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Pic.19 Main menu 

[F1] AUTO : Programmed control of automatic machining; 
[F2] MAN : To manually control the position of cutting nozzle; 
[F3] Edit : To edit/modify/input/output the machining program; 
[F4] SETUP : To set system parameters; 
[F5] DIAGNOSE : To check the input/output information of cutting machine;(This machine need not this 
operation) 
[F6] LIBMINIT :  To set normal pattern and plan material. 

5.2 Main Menu and Sub Menu 
After turn on machine, press any keys of F1~F6, you will see the functions as below:  

Function Key 

Main Menu 

F 1 F 2 F 3 F 4 F 5 F6 

AUTO MAN EDIT SET UP DIAGNO LIBMIN 

F 1 SECTIO AUTO NEW SPED --- --- 

F 2 MAN MOVE LOAD SYSTEM --- --- 

F 3 RESBRE ASSI SAVE FLAME --- --- 

F 4 VIEW  DELF PLAS --- --- 

F 5 KERF MDI DELL CTRL --- --- 

F 6 ASSI CLS CO- USB PAHC --- --- 

F7 RETURN RETURN VIEW SAVE --- --- 

 

Main Menu 

Function keys 
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5.3 Auto Mode Function Description 
Under main menu, press 【F1】into AUTO function, as picture 20.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic. 20  Plasma Cutting Mode 

5.3.1 Speed 
In automatic mode, at the top left corner of the screen, it shows F×(multiplying factor of automatic 

machining speed)= set machining speed.  

In manual mode, at the top left corner of the screen, it shows F×(multiplying factor of manual 

speed)=manual speed.  

SPEED indicates the actual speed while the active speed multiplying factor is adjustable with [F↑] and 

[F↓].  

It is allowed to adjust the speed quickly by pressing [F] key in this window. A pull-down menu will appear 

with 8 speed multiplying factors available for selection with [↑] and/or [↓] key: 5%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 

60%, 80% and 100%. And then, press ENTER key to acknowledge the selection.  

Attention: The speed may be indicated in Metric or English system depending on the Metric/English 

Selection in SETUP (Refer to Parameter Control).  

5.3.2 Program, Pierce and Kerf 
They are used to indicate the name of machining program, serial number of pierced hole(automatic clear 

in automatic machining mode) and the active compensating width of kerf respectively.  

5.3.3 Work Mode, Operate 
Work Mode field indicates the active operating mode such as rotation selection, breakpoint recovery, 

mirroring and section selection.  

Operate field indicates such information as machining/pause, limit alarms and time delay.  

5.3.4Input and output 
Below the heavy-current switches, there are 3 rows × 8 indicators ○.  

The top indicators show the status of 13 input ports, ○ indicating no signal input and ● indicating signal 

input.  

Heavy-current control output

Function keys 

Input/output 

indication 

Machining 

parameter 

indication 

Work mode 

Active speed 

multiplying factor  Program name 

Shape 

Display 

Space 

Coordinates 
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The bottom indicators show the status of 8 output ports, ○ indicating no signal output and ●indicating 

signal output.  

5.3.5 Machining Parameters Indication 
This zone indicates various parameter values in the current machining mode. 

5.3.6 Selection of Coordinate Unit 
The coordinates may be indicated in Metric(millimeter) or English system(inch) , depending on the 

Metric/English Selection in SETUP(Refer to Parameter Control).  

5.3.7【1】Zoom Out 
The shape will be magnified one times by one keystroke and it can be magnified to eight times maximum 

by three keystrokes.  

5.3.8 【2】Resist 
To restore to normal shape size. 

5.3.9 【X】Test 
If [X] key is pressed, the system will run the program at top speed without executing Ｍcommand. This 

feature is often used to position quickly or check the working size of steel plate. This operation can be 

paused at any moment or cancelled by pressing [X] key one more times. 

5.3.10 【Y】Running/Machining Speed 
Since the manual speed and automatic speed is separate in the system, this key is used to switched 

between automatic mode and manual mode to adjust the speed multiplying factor. 

5.4 Function selection in AUTO mode 
It is allowed to invoke a machining program by function of EDIT . If a program has been invoked (as long 

as it is the same program name), it can be run directly. 

If the program is invoked from an USB disk, especially a large program, it can be run directly with USB 

disk connected instead of saving it into the system. 

5.4.1【F1】SECTION 
To assign system to start up machining operation from any section or piercing point.  

It is often used when machining needs to start from a certain section or only a part needs being 

processed. Refer to SECTION feature for details.  

5.4.2【F2】MAN 
To switch the system to manual mode. 

5.4.3【F3】RESBREK 
After this function is selected, pressing [START] key to fulfill breakpoint restoration. Refer to RESBREK 

feature for details.  

5.4.4【F4】VIEW 
It is used to test the program for any error. When this feature is selected, the shape of machining 

program will be displayed with a cross cursor at the origin.  

[S] key is used to magnify the pattern, one times by one keystroke and eight times maximum by three 

keystrokes. [Q] key is used to return the pattern to original size. The display position of pattern is 

moveable by pressing [↑], [↓], [←] and/or [→] key.  
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Pic. 21  VIEW 

5.4.5 KERF 
This key is used to reminder input of kerf compensating width; if no necessary to compensate(usually set 

kerf compensation when nest  by FastCAM), simply enter 0. 

5.4.6【F6】ASSI 
Press 【F6】 to enter the next lower level of menu, as shown in the picture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic.22  ASSI window 

5.4.7【F1】Contour Function 
Objective: Before cutting, user can use this Contour function to see if the cutting path is over steel plate 

area. 
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Pic.23  Contour  

Method: Press【F1】to run, if the torch is not on reference point (coordinate is not zero), the system will 

remind: 

Present reference point ---- Set the present torch point as reference point; 

Reference point position--- Torch return to reference point, then start running Contour  

During running contour, if the torch over steel plate range, press 【PAUSE】, move torch to steel plate 

edge, press 【START】, system remind “ change reference point EN/ESC”?  Press ENTER to confirm 

the reference point change, the system will take the present position as contour and continue running 

contour;  press 【ESC】to quit change. This operation can be repeated until find suitable place. 

5.4.8 Press【F2】WENTAI 
The system will prompt to run WENTAI-based machining program if this key is pressed. WENTAI is a 

word machining software for CAD/CAM, widely used in cutting graphic characters in advertisement 

business. This feature is required to run a WENTAI-based program.  

5.4.9 【F3】ROTATE(steel plate correcting feature) 
Machining at rotation angle 
This feature is used when the steel plate is not positioned perfectly or the steel plate needs to rotate an 

angle before machining. It is allowed to use Rotate function along with BEG. PT. and END PT. in Manual 
mode or input the expected angle directly. After acknowledged, the system will start the machining 

program at the appointed rotation angle.  

Note: Counterclockwise direction is taken as positive angle.  

Example 
The system is able to identify and calculate the rotation angle by measuring the origin point and the end 

point of an edge of steel plate(a straight line). The procedure is as follows:  

Determine the datum line. Take one borderline of steel plate as baseline and move the cutting torch to 

the origin point of this baseline. Press [F2] to set the beginning point of measurement.  
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Control the cutting torch and let it move along the baseline to the end point. The larger distance between 

the beginning point and the end point, the more accurate of the measurement. Aim the cutting torch at 

the baseline and press [F3] to set the end point of measurement.  

At this moment, the rotation angle of the datum line is calculated. After the rotate function is fulfiled, the 

rotation angle will appear in the OPERATE field, as shown in Fig. 3.2 below.  

5.4.10【F4】MIRR 
It is possible to select X Mirror, Y Mirror and No Mirror if press [F4] key continually.  

When X Mirror is selected, the machining program will run along the symmetry direction of X-axis, as 

appears inverted horizontally.  

When Y Mirror is selected, the machining program will run along the symmetry direction of Y-axis, as 

appears inverted vertically. When default No Mirror is selected, the machining program will run normally.  

5.4.11【F5】SCALE 
The system will remind user to input scale if this key is pressed. When the machining program is 

executed, the work size will magnify or minify as per this scale. This feature is very useful in cutting 

graphic character. 

5.4.12【F6】NEST 
Single program file can be arranged and nest here. 
System remind you to input:  

Range Line: Line number of Y direction. 

Range Column: Column number of X direction. 

Line distance: parts distance of X direction. 

Column distance: parts distance of Y direction. 

Line offset: Right offset distance when even lines.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

Pic. 24 

 

Notice: This machine has not function of reset (back to mechanic original point). 

5.5 Start of Automatic Mode 

 
5.5.1Machining Speed 
Automatic multiplying factor is used to adjust machining speed. 

Machining Speed＝ machining speed limit * machining multiplying factor, where the automatic 

multiplying factor is adjustable with [F], [F↑] and [F↓] key. 

列间隔

行偏移量

行间隔
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These two speed multiplying factors are permanently saved and subject to no affect from 

power-off operation once they are set.  

5.5.2Start Automatic Mode 
Before starting automatic mode, select correct machining program and appropriate machining 

speed(multiplying factor). Move the cutting torch to the cutting position. After the other preparation ok, 

press the Green key【START】to start automatic mode. 

5.6 Control and adjustment of cutting position in automatic mode 
 

5.6.1 Only the following keys are enabled when the system starts automatic mode:  
【PAUSE】: If this key is pressed, the system will slow down and stop movement, shut off cutting 

oxygen(shut off arc switch in plasma cutting mode), remain the current display still. 

                       

 

Pic.25  Pause Display 

 

After the system operation is paused, it is allowed to perform the following operations: 

(a)Choose new pierce point, press 【F5】key, input new pierce point number, system will go to the new 

pierce point and wait for pierce operation; 

(b)Return along the original path;  

(c)adjust position;  

(d)exit machining operation;  

(e) 【START】: restore system operation; 

(f) Press 【ESC】 key to exit the machining program and return to automatic mode window. 

(g)【F↑】，【F↓】Movement speed adjustment key: increase or decrease the rate of speed 

 

If equip Motorized Torch Lifter, 【Ｓ↑】, 【Ｓ↓】control torch up and down. 
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5.6.2 Cutting position adjustment after pause. 
Torch position need to be adjusted if under following situations: 

1) Burning torch blocked, or need to be changed, move torch to safe position, return to the starting point 

after treat well;  

2) Need pierce externally, don’t want pierce outside workpiece. Find a suitable position, (usually steel 

plate edge), cut along direct line until start point (without pause) and continue normal process after 

pierce. 

3) Transfer cutting, lots of workpieces, wide cutting size, need change cutting place. 

 

The following several operations can adjust cutting position: 
 (1)Pause, (2)Back, (3)Pierce, (4)Select paragraph and process, (5)choose hole and processing, 

(6)Breakpoint back    

Under the above conditions, if want to change torch position, can directly press【↑】【↓】【←】【→】to 

adjust (now the system is under manual rate, can be adjusted). After adjust to ideal place, press 【start 】 

button, dialog appear as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic.26  Position adjustment options 

5.7 ORI PATH RET(original path return) 
When it is necessary to return the cutting torch along the original path due to failure to cut through in 

machining operation, handle it in the following ways:  

Press 【pause】 key, make the running system slow down, system shows the" pause "mark, and indicate 

as below picture. 

 

 

 

 

 
Pic.27  Processing 

1) ORI PATH RET(original path return) 
Return the cutting torch to the adjustment beginning point at speed G00 and wait for other operation; at 

this step, it is allowed to press an heavy-current function key such as IGN(ignition), PREHEA(piercing 

preheat), CUT(cutting oxygen), etc. Tip: The system will continue to process from the breakpoint location 

if [PIERCE] key is pressed after preheating.  

2) CUT RET(cut return) 
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After piercing, the cutting torch returns from the current position to the adjustment beginning point along a 

straight line at cutting speed and continue machining along the original path without stop, which is 

somewhat like extended pierced, making the piercing point more smooth. ； 

3) HOLE HERE(piercing here) 
After piercing, set the coordinates at current point as coordinates of "adjustment beginning point", and 

continue machining along the original path to fulfill transitional piercing function.  

4) Attention:  
Be sure to have the system preheated sufficiently(for flame cutting) before taking steps 2) and 3) , for 

piercing 

operation will start right away once the operation is selected.  

It is recommended to preheat the system(for flame cutting) and then press [START] key to select 

appropriate operation.                                             

Press 【F6]】 key to return the cutting torch along the original path, back speed can be set in 

PARA—SPED-BACK SPEED.  

Press 【F】key to advance along the original path after returning. In the process of return, if the cutting 

torch fails to reach the required position, press 【PAUSE】 key again and repeat the above procedure 

until it reaches the right position .  

In the process of return, the cutting torch will stop at G00 or a piercing point for operator to select going 

on return or advancing. 

The above operation can be repeated until desirable results so far. 

5.8 Breakpoint Restoration Process 
In case of manual pause or power off in machining operation, the system will automatically save the 

current position of cutting torch as a breakpoint, which will be kept permanently in the system, whether 

power the system off or not.  

In automatic mode, press 【F3】 key to select RESBREK function and then 【START】key to start 

breakpoint restoration as long as there is no change with the current program.  

If the position of cutting torch does not change, the system will prompt "Breakpoint" when a breakpoint is 

found and wait for subsequent command. User may select piercing directly or position adjustment of 

cutting torch.  

If the position of cutting torch does change and is off from the breakpoint, the system will provide three 

options when a program breakpoint is found, which is virtually position adjustment of cutting torch. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic.28  System pause, breakpoint and start again 

 

ORI PATH RET: To return to the breakpoint at speed G00, which is often used for the breakpoint set for 

cutting torch replacement;  
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CUT RET: little bit off from the breakpoint after breakpoint restoration, whic is somewhat like piercing 

along the exterior margin, making the breakpoint more smooth;  

HOLE HERE: the same operation as previous, which can also be used for transitional cutting.  

Now, it is allowed to press a heavy-current function key such as IGN(ignition), PREHEA(piercing preheat), 

CUT(cutting oxygen), etc.  

Tip: The system will continue to process from the breakpoint location if [PIERCE] key is pressed after 

preheating.  

If press [ESC] key when a breakpoint is found, the system will exit machining mode. 

Attention: Never try to change the machining program, rotation angle and scaling proportion 

whether it is breakpoint restoration or  power-off restoration, which will be automatically saved 

by the system and free from affect by power-off operation; otherwise, the system can not find the 

breakpoint. 

5.9 SECTION(section selection) 

 
5.9.1 Start SECTION function 
SECTION: to assign system to start up machining operation from any section or piercing point.  

Press 【F1】 to select SECTION function and the system will show a menu as shown in the picture below:  

 

 

Move the cursor with 【↑】or 【↓】key and make one choice from two machining options.  

According to your option, the system will prompt to input the serial number of the option(program line 

number or the serial number of piercing point).  

5.9.2 Two cases for SECTION machining option: 
(1) Transitional machining: to start machining somewhere different from the start position of the program;  

(2) Repeat the machining opearation starting from a certain section of the program.  

For the former case, a scrap work piece is often used for aiming at the piercing point and machining 

directly(HERE POSITION option);  

For the latter case, the reference point is used for positioning(REF POSITION option).  

For these two options, the system will prompt an option menu as shown below after startup: 

 

 

Pic.30  Option dialog box prompted by the system after machining start if SECTION machining 

Pic.29 SECTION function menu
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If "HERE POSITION" option is selected, the system will draw the full pattern first and then draw a large 

cross cursor at the piercing point. Operator may press [S] key to zoom in the pattern and observe if it is 

the expected piercing position. If not satisfied, operator may press [ESC] to exit the machining mode and 

take the option again.  

If it is the expected piercing point, use heavy-current control switch for ignition and preheat before press 

[PIERCE] key to start operation.  

If "REF POSITION" option(Reference Point Positioning) is selected, operator should aim the cutting torch 

at the reference point. After started up, the system will control the cutting torch to reach the piercing point 

and then perform the operations as above.  

5.10 Manual Mode and Function Window 
In main menu, press 【F2】 to enter MAN (manual) window, as shown in picture 37 below:  

Manual mode interface is same to auto mode. Differences is that now ratio value is under manual. It 

influences the manual running, back speed, jog running speed, etc. Manual mode has some special 

operations, as follows:  

 

 

 

 
Pic. 31  Manual mode window(flame cutting operation for example) 

【↑】, 【↓】, 【←】, 【→】 directional control keys and 【G】 Continue Key 

Generally, if any of the four direction keys is pressed and held, appropriate axial movement will carry on 

until the key is released. However, if 【G】Continue key is pressed and highlighted before any direction 

key is pressed, the cutting torch will keep moving even if the key is released. The movement will not stop 

until the direction key is pressed again. If two axial movements are required, let one axial movement start 

first and then press the direction key for the other axial movement. Two axial movement will go on 

simultaneously. In this case, the axial movement of cutting torch will stop if the corresponding direction 
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key is pressed while the other axial movement will go on until the corresponding direction key is pressed 

too. 【PAUSE】key will stop the movement as well.  

 

【F1】AUTO: System switch to Auto mode. 

【F2】choose MOVE, the below image will show:  

Pic.32 

 

MOVE/STEP interface 
MOVE/STEP has four choices: 

The first three choices is normal increase, the last one: press 3,input increase value manually.  

Under STEP mode, press once direction key, the torch will move by one STEP increase value at the 

speed of max speed multiply by ratio.  

【F5】 MDI (high speed): Under manual function, it is not convenient to adjust running speed by adjust 

ratio, F5 【EDI】supplies high speed (80%）and low speed（10%）for your choice. 

Speed: At the top left corner of the screen, it shows F×(speed multiplying factor in manual 

mode)=manual speed.  

【F6】 CLS-CO：(Clear coordinates): Input X/Y coordinates with any value. 

【F3】ASSI: Assist function, system display as picture 40.  
Note: This machine has not function of returning back to mechanical original point. 
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Pic. 33 ASSI Interface 

 

【 F3 】 measure starting point,  【 F4 】measuring the finish, steel plate calibration function: 

Processing steel plate can't lifting well once time, or for other reasons need to rotate an angle, can 

choose this function.  Use torch to choose two points (【 F3 】 【 F4 】(starting point measuring and  

finish point measuring). The system will automatically calculate the rotation Angle. Then choose 

Rotating function in automatic processing.  After confirmation, the system will process the procedures 

according to specified Angle rotation processing. 

Note: Angle is to counterclockwise. 

【 F5 】 set coordinates: This key has three options: all cleared coordinates, to set the current 

coordinates, set to reference point coordinates. 

 

 

 

 

                                        

  

Pic.34 Coordinate dialog box 

 
 
 
 

Coordinate all cleared 
Set the current coordinates 

Set to reference point coordinates 
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Chapter 6  EDIT Mode 
Under main menu of the system, press 【F3】 to the edit menu function, as below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic. 35  Edit Function Key 

6.1 Description of EDIT Menu 
【F1】NEW: To establish a new program, i.e., clear the editing area of machining program and start to 

edit a new machining program. 

【F2】LOAD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Pic.36 Load shape program interface 

                         

LOAD: it is used to load a program into the user program area. The system will tabularize the available 

program names and highlight the current program name. Move the cursor key to select different 

programs. If ENTER key is pressed, the highlighted program will be loaded into program editing area; 

Program edit area 
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press 【F7】, preview the shape of this program. If【ESC】 key is pressed, the load function will be 

abandoned.  

【F3】SAVE: Save program files, after finish editing the program, the system will show: INPUT 

PROGRAM NAME: 1234.TXT. The system will show the present program name. It can be edited. If press 

【Enter】, program in edit area will be saved as the chosen name. Press【ESC】to abandon it. 

Notes:  

The program name and extension name should never exceed 12 characters.  

For large-sized program above 200K, it is allowed to work along with USB disk instead of saving. 

 
【F4】DELE: It is used to delete the program in the user program area. 

【F5】DELL: To delete a full program line in editing area and improve editing efficiency. 

 
【F6】TRAN：To transmit programs. This system supports to transmit programs with USB disk. Press 

【F6】 key to enter the lower level of menu, as shown below. ： 

 

 

 

 

Pic. 37 Operation Menu of Transmit Program from USK Disk 

                                                  

【F1】Input: to transmit program from USB disk to the machining program space.  

【F2]】Output: to output the machining program to USB disk from the machining program area.  

6.2 Description of Programming Function 

 
6.2.1 Description of Programming Symbols 
In CNC cutting operation, each step is taken according to a program. Each machining program is 

composed of several command segments, each command segment is composed of several function 

words and each function word is composed of a letter followed by parameter value.  

Definitions of Function Words:  

N    Serial number of command segment 

G    Preparatory function 

M    Auxiliary function 

T    Tool function(refer to as flame kerf width in this system) 

L    Number of cycles, time delay 

X    X-axis(diameter) absolute coordinate 

Y    Y-axis absolute coordinate 

I    The difference between the coordinate value of circle center and X-axis original value in arc cutting 

operation 

J    The difference between the coordinate value of circle center and Y-axis original value in arc cutting 

operation 

R    To designate arc radius 

H    To designate arc chordal height 

A    Auxiliary variable 
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F    To designate machining speed for G01, G02 and G03 

Note 1: The following rules are valid in the definitions below:  

X[U]n--- It is allowed to be either X or U, n stand for a value, but only one appears;  

Y[V]n----It is allowed to be either Y or V, n stand for a value, but only one appears;  

PPn----It is allowed to be a combination of any two axes or one axis at least.  

Note 2: In command execution, the previous program has higher priority than the following one; for the 

same program, M S and T command have higher priority than G command.,  

6.2.2 Coordinate System 
This CNC system uses standard rectangular coordinate system, as shown in the picture below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Pic. 38 Rectangular coordinate system  

6.3 M Auxiliary Commands 
Main Commands of this machine: 

M00    Program suspension command. The program execution will be suspended at this command 

until 【START】 key is pressed.  

M02    Program end command. The program will be pended at this command.  

M07    Fixed loop of piercing (M07 allows to relocate the cutting torch, but impossible to return) 

M08    Fixed loop of cutting stop. 
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Chapter 7  SETUP(Parameter Setting) 
In the system main menu, press [F4] to enter parameter setting window as shown below:  

 

Pic.39 SETUP main menu 

 

Parameter Description 

Speed parameters 

Starting speeds of every axis, adjustment time and maximum speed limit.  

System parameters 

Gear ratio, mechanical origin point , reference point, reverse backlash, line bias and soft positive / 

negative limit switch in every axis 

Flame cutting parameters 

Ignition delay, preheating delay, torch lifting/lowering delay, lifting/lowering of piercing torch, piercing 

delay, etc.  

Plasma parameters 

Torch positioning delay, M commands for arc start, M commands for arc breaking, arc voltage test option, 

positioning test option and piercing delay.  

Control parameters 

Flame/plasma mode selection, machining speed limit, MOVE HOLE option, metric/English selection, etc.  

Save 

Save the modified parameters into parameters space.  

Continuous pressing S key, optional external manual control key and manual enable/disable option.  

 

Notice: 
Whenever change the above parameters, only press 【F7】 can save the changes. 

System parameters is prohibited to be changed, if change, it will influence machine running 

quality. 

If the parameters cannot be showed in one page, press ↑ ↓ to check. 

SETUP main menu 

ESC key 
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Some parameters is invalid, please keep ex factory setting and do not set. 

If don’t know the parameter application, please be careful. 

Some parameter setting is not application for this machine, please don’t set. 
 

7.1Speed Parameters 
In the sub-menu of the SETUP parameters, press 【F1】key and enter SPEED parameter setting 

interface, as picture 40: 

 

Pic. 40 Speed Parameters Setting 

Speed parameters include-- 

Starting speed----The starting and stop speed of system in X axis and Y axis in mm/min or inch/min. 

(Note: Metric system/ British system) 

Adjustment time----The time required for the system to accelerate from starting speed to maximum 

speed limit, in seconds.  

Uniform acceleration time---- In the process of acceleration/deceleration, the time needed for linear 

acceleration, which is usually little bit smaller than the adjustment time by one tenth approximately.  

Maximum speed limit----The top speed of running system in manual control mode and in execution of 

G00 command, in mm/min. or inch/min.  

Machining speed limit-----The top machining speed in flame/plasma machining operation, in mm/min. 

or inch/min.  

Return to mechanical original point speed----The machine reset speed, in mm/min. or inch/min. 

Backward/forward speed-----The system backward speed, in mm/min. or inch/min. 

Conversion angle of corner speed ----- When the running direction changes between program 

segments and changing angle exceeds this angle, the system will decelerate to the starting speed 

around the corner. This value is normally set smaller when the system is comparatively heavier. In 

addition, such considerations as machining speed and machine vibration should be taken as well, 

smaller value for worse vibration.  
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7.2 System Parameters 
In the SETUP submenu, press 【F2]】key to enter system parameters setting window, as shown below: 

 

Pic. 41 System parameters setting 

Notice:  

1.This part need not set, please do not change ex factory original setting! 

2. flame cutting need only setting preheat time; plasma cutting need only arc voltage test select, 

other parameters need not setting! 

7.3 Control Parameters Setting 
In the SETUP submenu, press 【F5]】key to enter control parameters setting window, as shown in picture 

42. 

 
Pic. 42 

 

SETUP main 

Parameters 
display 

ESC key 

Parameter 
setting range 

SETUP main 
menu

Parameters display 
zone 

ESC key 

Parameter 
setting range 

Remarks zone 
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The option to use the following functions only: 

Flame/plasma option ----  Choose 0 for flame machining and 1 for plasma machining.  

X-axis width of steel plate ---- The actual width of steel plate along X axis, which is enabled only in 

running extra large program.  

Y-axis height of steel plate ---- The actual height of steel plate along Y axis, which is enabled only in 

running extra large program.  

Metric/British system option  ---- Choose 0 for metric system, which will have length parameters, 

speed parameters and values as well as coordinates expressed in metric unit(mm), though it supports 

machining program in English system(G20).  Take 1 for English system, which will have parameters, 

display and coordinates expressed in English unit (inch), though it supports machining program in metric 

program(G21).  
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Chapter 8  Shape Library 

8.1 Shape Library Setting 
Input the size you want and get the work piece you need, you can custom shapes module. 

When input the parameters, the cnc system will check the dimension and show warning info if 

parameters wrong.   

Notice:  

It is impossible for the control system to find all the error parameters; therefore, please enter correct 

dimensions for parameters as much as possible.  

When the parameters are entered, the control system will drawn the shape based on the entered 

parameters, which is very helpful to graphic check.  

In the system main menu, press 【F6】 to enter the LIBMINIT (Shapes Library), as picture 43. 

 

 
Pic.43  Shape Library 

8.2 Shapes Choose 
This system provides 24 shapes, press direction key【↑】【↓】【←】【→】to move the highlight cursor 

and choose the shapes you need, press 【ENTER】 to confirm. 

8.3 Shape Parts Setting and Nest 
After choose shape as above procedures, the system will remind you to input the parameters of shape 

which you need., as picture 51.  
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【F1】Workpiece: To machine according to workpiece (internal is valid).  

【F2】Hole: To machine according to hole( external is valid).  

【F3】Rotate: The system will remind to input rotation angle, press 【ENTER】 or【F6】 to confirm. The 

rotated shape will appear. Counterclockwise direction is taken as positive angle.  

【F4】Layout: The system will remind to provide:  

Row number----Row number of machined parts array 

Column number----Column number of machined parts array 

Row pitch----Distance between rows.  

Column pitch----Horizontal distance between machined parts 

Row offset----The deviation of raw misplacement, as picture 44 and 45. 

 
Pic.44 Shape Setting Menu 

 

 
 

Pic. 45 Shapes/Parts Layout 
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Chapter 9  Maintenance & Troubleshooting 

9.1 Daily Maintenance 
1．Clear the rack and rail.  

2．Turn off power supply and all gas resources after off duty. 

9.2 Weekly Maintenance 
1． Check if torch loose. 

2． Please clear the whole machine carefully and lubricate necessary places. 

9.3 Monthly Maintenance  
1．Please be sure the air inlet port is dust-free, and all the valves and motors work normally。  

2．Please replace the gas pipe if it was broken.  

3．Make sure that all the gas pipes connector is firmly installed, and there is no crack of pipes. Fix or 

replace as necessary.  

4．Make sure that all screws on working platform firmly installed and dust-free.。  

5．Please make sure that all the buttons and switches are in good state. Replace them if necessary.。  

6．Please check all sockets of the Black panel, Please contact with us if you need to replace it as soon 

as possible.  

7．Please keep all the power cables in good state. 

9.4 Trouble Shooting 
Question: How to operate the control and error compensation in automatic cutting?  

Answer: Only the following operative keys can be used after the automatic cutting started. 

1．【PAUSE】key：The system will stop by pressing STOP (the RED button on front panel). The system 

will still be in the current menu and it will continue working by pressing START key (GREEN button on 

front panel).  

If there is cutting error, please press Y+, Y-, X+, X- keys to adjust  torch position.  The torch moving is 

regarded as compensation. When the torch is located at required position, please press START key to 

keep on cutting.  

2． [ F↑] [ F↓] used for speed up/ down, each by 1%.  

3．【Pgup/s↑】、【Pgdw/s↓】used for torch UP/DOWN while user pressing those keys. 

 

Q: The solution for which the plate has not been penetrated?  

A: The function of back to the original track may be used to solve it when the operator meets this 

problems. The following is the detailed operation.  

To press 【PAUSE】key，Make the system stop slowly, the system show PAUSE ,then Press【F5】entry 

into the Back and cut function. Please press the【START】to cut during the Back function if the it arrived 

at the position you want. 

 

Q: How to do if the power suddenly off during cutting or man-made cut stop? Can the un-finished 

program continue to cut?  
A：Yes, the operator can use Breakpoint function when you meet above situation. The following is 

the detailed operations:  
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1. If there is man-made cut stop, the current working path will be saved in the system, no matter user 

restarts machine or not. When user restarts the machine or in auto mode, if there is no change of 

current program, the system will carry out breakpoint recover function by pressing 【F1】(AUTO)---- 

【F5】(BREAKPOINT). After find the breakpoint , the system will remind, then to start ignition, 

pressing START key to start cutting from breakpoint.  

2. If you have quit AUTO machining after machine pause, and enter manual mode (no matter how 

much), press [G], the torch will automatically locate at breakpoint, then carry breakpoint recovery 

function . But if the coordinate values has been modified in manual mode, the function is not 

available.  

3. If there is accidently power off, after poweron, select Automatic mode firstly, then choose 

BREAKPOINT function, set the current coordinate values as BREAKPOINT, then to carry out above 

function and recover breakpoint. Note: Never move the torch after power off! 

 

Q: Why some cutting machine can’t read the CNC (or MPG) file copied from the Windows Explorer 

directly?  

A: A few cutting machine doesn’t support explanatory note, the CNC files (the former version is MPG) 

include the explanatory note and may send to Disk or Folder, then can also change CNC programming 

into the CNC code . The cutting machine supported for note can not only copy in the Windows Explorer 

but also send to the Disk or Folder by emulation.  

 

Q: why does the dead machine usually happens when the programs is transferred by U Stick?  
A：If the U disk quality is good, there are maybe two reasons: 
1. There are a few of files in U stick which can’t read by system or include the wrong programming. The 

system will read the files again and again by using the function of 【DOWNLOAD】, so the dead machine 

usually happens.  

Suggestion：there is only the files you need inside U stick during downloading the documents. The other 

documents can be cut and save in other space. 

2. Please check out the USB socket and the circuit board may loosen, and look at if there are too much 

dust.  

 

 If need remove the machines case during trouble shooting, please ask professional electrical to 

deal with.  

 

9.5 CNC Controller Troubleshooting 

Fault Symptoms Fault Check Fault Analysis Recommended Solutions 

Suddenly 

breakdown in 

normal operation 

Always stop at the same 

position in every operation 

cycle 

a. Machining program at fault

b. CNC software at fault 

Dispatch the software back to the 

manufacturer for professional 

troubleshooting.  

The system still runs but the 

cutting torch stops abnormally 

along all axes or one axis.  

a The travel motor is locked. 

b The travel motor fails.  

Check if the machine is frozen and level 

enough.  
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The system still runs but the 

cutting torch does not move 

along one axis any more and 

gives no response to any 

keystroke, especially to the 

pause key.  

The machine operation is 

interrupted.  

a. Remove the interference and make sure 

the grounding wire of plasma power supply 

is connected to the machine.  

b. Check if the motor(previous model) has 

isolation board or not.  

c. If it is flame mode, check if the solenoid 

valve for cutting oxygen is given arc 

extinction.  

Motor fails to run 

Check the system wiring.  Loose connection or 

disconnection 

 

Secure the connection. 

Check the driver.  Check for any alarm message 

or if the setting is correct or 

not.  

Change the setting of driver.  

Check system setting.  Check if the start speed is zero

or too high, the speed 

regulation time is too short and

the electronic gear or pulse 

equivalency is appropriate to 

be zero.  

 

Suggest to record the original parameters 

before making any modification.  

Check for axle problem and if 

the same model of motor is 

available.  

 

Replace parts one by one to 

isolate the real cause to the 

problem.  

Replace the broken part.  

Slow system 

response 

Check the power supply.  Check if the output voltage of 

power supply is within the 

allowable range.  

Adjust the output voltage or replace the 

power supply for switch.  

Check the system parameters 

for any error.  

  Suggest to record the original parameters 

before making any modification.  

Travel limit alarm 

at power-on 

Check if any external limit 

switch is connected.  

Check if limit switches are 

functional and if loose 

connection or disconnection 

exists.  

 

Secure the connection.  

  If no external limit switch is 

connected, check the system if

the current coordinate values 

are too high and out of the 

travel limit set by software. 

Check if the travel limit set by 

software is too small.  

Modify it to normal range.  

In DIAGNOSE window, trigger

the external limit switch.  

Check for any change with the 

corresponding input port.  
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No response to 

keystroke or 

wrong key 

assignments 

Check the cable for keyboard. 

 

 

Check if the keyboard is 

loosely connected or 

disconnected.  

Secure the connection.  

The system is 

locked up in 

manual/automatic 

mode.  

Incorrect parameter setting.  

  

  Record the electronic gear in system 

parameters and then press G, G and 3 in the 

system main window successively. Save the 

parameters in parameter setting mode. 

Restart the system and fill the recorded 

value of electronic gear into the 

corresponding position. Save the parameter 

and test the system performance.  

No input/output 

Check the cables for input 

and output.  

Check if they are well 

connected.  

Secure the connection.  

 

Check if 24V power supply is 

normal or not.  

Check the voltage of 25-pin 

port between Pin 24 and Pin 

25.  

 

Check the switching power supply.  

Check the cables inside the 

system for any loose 

connection.  

  Secure the connection.  

Blank screen 

 

Adjust "+" key and "-" key at 

the upper right corner of 

keyboard for proper contrast 

and check for any screen 

display.  

If yes, adjust the contrast to 

normal display.  

Make readjustment.  

If not, check the cables for 

LCD for any loose connection.

Secure the connection.  

USB transmission 

failure 

USB disk is not compatible 

with the system.  

  Try the USB disk of other model or brand. 

Incorrect format of USB disk   Reformat the USB disk to FAT format.  

Check the lamp indicator of 

USB port for any light.  

Check the cables inside the 

system for any loose 

connection; check the USB 

port for any foreign material 

and all the pins are in normal 

condition.  

Secure the connection and remove foreign 

material from the port.  

The system 

returns to the 

main window 

after machining 

program is 

started.  

Replace the machining 

program and test running the 

system; initialize the system if 

any parametric problem.  

 

If the problem is gone, it 

means that machining 

program has bug.  

Check the program.  
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The system can 

only machine 

straight line and 

fail to machine a 

circle.  

 

Initialize the system if any 

parametric problem 

 

  Initialize the system parameters.  

Replace the machining 

program and test run again.  

If no more problem, check that 

machining program.  

Check the program or return it to the 

manufacturer for diagnosis.  

Screen blinks 

when a solenoid 

valve is opened 

or plasma arc 

ignition is going 

on.  

 

a. The power supply unit for plasma, CNC system and the enclosure of machine must share a ground wire

that is 2mm thick at least in diameter and well connected to the ground.  

b. Shielded cables must be used for the system input/output and the exposed part at the cable end must 

not be longer than 30mm.  

c. The unused input end must be connected to 24V ground wire.  

d. A 0.01uF capacitor should be used between the 24V ground wire and enclosure(shielded cable).  

e. Use an isolation transformer(380V-220V) and as interference suppressor if it is possible.  

f. Separate the operational power supply for high-power welding machine/cutting machine from that for 

CNC system.  

 

Failure to save 

the program 

Failure to save the program.   After replacing batteries, press G, G and 3 in 

the system main window successively to 

format the program area.  

No system output 

Check if 24V power supply is 

normal or not.  

Measure the voltage between 

Pin 24 and Pin 25.  

Check and replace the switching power 

supply unit.  

  

Check if the four relays on the 

rear panel are reliably 

connected, if the relay 

operation is normal and if the 

contact is functional.  

  

 

 

 

Replug or replace the relays.  

  

 

9.6 Common Plasma Malfunction and Trouble Shooting 

 
9.6.1 Common Malfunction and Trouble Shooting 
 Malfunction Reasons and Trouble Shooting 

1 Penetration power 

shortage 

a．Cutting speed is much too fast. 

b．Cutting torch inclination is too much large 

c．Cutting steel is too much thickness. 

d．Spare parts of Cutting torch is damaged. 

e．Cutting current is too small. 

f．Wrong air pressure. 

2 Main Arc off a. Cutting speed is too slow  

b. The distance is very large both cutting torch and steel.  

c. Cutting current is much too strong. 

d. The cable is broken. 

e. The parts of cutting torch is damaged 
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f. Wrong air pressure 

3 Too much cutting 

scrap 

a. Cutting speed is too slow. 

b. The distance is very large between cutting torch and work piece. 

c. The parts of cutting torch is damaged 

d. Cutting current is not suitable 

e. Air pressure is wrong 

4 The parts of 

cutting torch have 

short lifetime 
 

a. There are oil and humidity in gas resource. 

b. Cutting steel is too thick. 

c. Time of Starting Arc is too long 

d. Air pressure is too low. 

e. Assembly of Cutting torch is not suitable. 

5 It is difficult for 

starting Arc. 

a. The parts of cutting torch is damaged. 

b. Air pressure is wrong  

6 AC indicator light 

does not shine 

1. The switch of Main power supply keeps OFF. Opening the switch of 

main power supply. 

2. ON/OFF switch of the power supply keeps the situation of OFF. 
The switch keeps the state of ON. 

3. Bad connection between cutting torch and power supply.  
First of all, the power supply switch keeps on the state of OFF, then check 

the cutting torch and power. Secondly, you should screw down or change 

it by your demand, but please don’t use any tools. Finally, open the switch 

to keep the state of ON. 

4. Do not tighten the Protective Cup and Cutting Torch. Please check 

the Protective Cup, but you can not over-tighten and not use any tool to 

screw it. 

5. Main cable fuse or the Circuit breakers is damaged. Check the Main 

cable fuse and branch Cable fuse and change it by instruction. 

6. Build-fuse of this device is burned or loose. It is particularly 

necessary to check the input voltage and replace the fuse in accordance 

with C of the Chapter 5.04 If it is burned. The device must return the 

Service Center to repair which is authorized if the fuse is burned again. 

7. The build-in parts broken. Return it to the authorized Service Center.

8. The actual input voltage and the device voltage does not match. 
Check the input voltage is right whether or not.  

7 Power on, there is 

air flow, AC 

indicator twinkle 

1. Torch switch is triggered(close) before turn on power supply. Loose 

torch switch. 

2. Torch switch malfunction. Check it and replace it if necessary. 

8 There is the air 

flow, but cutting 

torch doesn’t 

ignite when  

triggered . AC 

indicator is on. 

1．The system keeps the state of SET. The RUN, Rapid Auto Restart 

and SET switch keep the place of RUN. 

2. Work cable is not installed well. 

 

9 There is not any 1．The air resource is not connected. Check the connect of the air. 
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air flow, RUN/ 

Rapid Auto 

Restart/SET 

switch under SET 

position, the fan is 

running, AC 

indicator on and 

air indicator off 

2．The power supply can not operate because of the low air pressure. 

Adjust the air pressure according to torch manual  

3．Build component of the device happen to troubles. Return to repair or 

let the qualified technician to mend it. 

10 The cutting torch 

do not generate 

arc, have air flow, 

AC indicator on, 

air ,temperature 

and DC indicator 

is off. 

Air pressure is lower than the minimum requirement of power supply. 

The pressure will adjust up to 60－75psi/4.1-5.2 Pa. 

 

 

11 The cutting torch 

do not generate 

arc, has air flow, 

AC and air 

indicators are on, 

but the DC and 

temperature 

indicators are off 

1．The air pressure is lower than the maximum requirement of cutting 

torch(The maximum pressure of power supply operation is lower than that 

of cutting torch operation. To adjust the air pressure. 

 

12 The cutting torch 

do not generate 

arc , no air flow, 

AC, air, DC 

indicators are on  

1. There is no trigger box inside the cutting torch. Close the power supply 

and remove the protective cup, then install the torch ,cutting nozzle and 

protective cup. The ON/OFF switch of power supply keep the state of ON.

2. Protective cup of the cutting torch is loose. Check the protective cup 

and tighten it . 

13 Cutting torch can 

not start arc, AC, 

temperature and 

air indicator are 

on,  DC indicator 

is off. 
 

1．The air is blocked. Check the blocked air flow and rectify the condition.

2．The device is too hot. Cool it down at least 5 minutes. 

3．The input voltage is too low. Check and connect the suitable input 

current. 

4．Components inside device have troubles.The device has to return to 

the authorized Service Center. 

14 Cutting torch can 

not triggered, AC 

indicator twinkle, 

air indicator is on, 

temperature and 

DC indicators are 

off. 

1．The system keeps on the state of protection.(Component of cutting 

torch is missing or loose.) Open cutting torch trigger and keep the 

ON/OFF switch on the state of ON, then cut the main off switch and check 

the components of cutting torch, Replace it if necessary. To install the 

protective cup again and tighten it by hands. Please do not use any tools. 

Closing the main off switch, then keep the ON/OFF switch on the state of 

ON. 

15 Even though the 

cutting torch 

Nozzle or electrode broken. Cut off power supply, uninstall protective cup, 

replace nozzle or electrode, make ON/OFF switch under ON position. 
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switch do not 

trigger, the airflow 

also keeps the 

state of on-off 

cycle, AC 

indicator twinkle, 

air indicator is on, 

DC indicator is off 

16 Can not cut, the 

cutting torch can 

ignite arc, has air 

flow and fan is 

running. AC, air 

and DC indicators 

are on, but the 

temperature 

indicator is off 

1. Working cable and work piece has not connected well. Make sure 

the working cable connected well and connected to dry and clear place of 

work piece. 

 2. Cutting torch trouble. The device has to return to the authorized 

Service Center. 

3. Built in Components have troubles. The device has to return to the 

authorized Service Center.  

17 Cutting torch can 

cut, but not deep 

enough. 

1. Wrong input current control setting. Check and adjust it.  

2. Cutting torch consumable is worn, check and replace it.       

3. Connection between working cable and work piece is bad. Make sure 

the working cable connected well and connected to dry and clear place of 

work piece. 

4. The cutting speed is too rapidly. Slow it. 

5. Cutting torch on the work piece is dragged(The gas saver of cutting 

nozzle return road triggered).The power supply will automatically reduce 

the 40A if the cutting nozzle touched work piece when the setting 

parameter of output current is more than 40A. The cutting torch must  be 

moved out the work piece. 

6. There are too much the oil and humidity inside cutting torch. The switch 

RUN/ Rapid Auto Restart/SET keeps on the state of SET，and holding 

the cutting torch at the 1/8 inch（3mm）of the tidy side. Watching the oil 

and humidity when operator cleans them, but pay attention not to trigger 

the cutting torch. The air need to filter again if there is the pollution. 

7. The input powers supply have the problem of the fluctuation. Let the 

electrician check the voltage of input cable. 

8. Components inside device has trouble.Return to the authorized Service 

Center. 

18 The arc off during 

running, no arc 

after trigger torch 

switch again. 

1.The power supply is too hot.(Temperature indicator is on). Cool the 

device down at least 5 minutes. 

2.The fan blade is blocked.(Temperature indicator is on) Check and clean 

it. 

3. The airflow is blocked.(Temperature indicator is on). Check the blocked 

airflow around the machine and change the blocked condition. 

4. Air pressure is too low.(Air indicator is not on when the cutting torch 
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triggered). Check and adjust the air resource according to requirements. 

Make sure the air resource at least 60psi/4.1Pa.(The lowest working air 

pressure of power supply is lower than that of cutting torch). 

5.Cutting torch consumables worn. Replace the consumables. 

6.Components inside device have troubles. Return to the authorized 

Service Center. 

 

  Warning 

There is the dangerous voltage inside the device. Please do not look for the faults or repair it if 

the operator who didn’t be trained by the technicians about the inspection of the electronic 

component and the skill of trouble shooting. 

The content of Operator Manual says common faults and trouble shooting. It is very helpful for 

solving many common faults of this system. The system has to return the Service Center which 

has been authorized to repair if the main complex components have some faults. You should 

operate in accordance with instruction. 
 

Instruction 
Under normal condition, there will be a little air flow between protective cup and torch handle when 

operate torch. Don’t tighten protective cup too much, it will cause built in components damage. 

 

9.6.2 Plasma Power Source Daily Care and Check 
The actual maintenance frequency can be adjusted by the operation environment. 

Check the machine after it work for 6 hours or Daily operation. 
1. To replace the cutting torch consumables if they are damaged or worn. 

2. To replace the cutting torch or the cable if they were damaged.  

3. Check the plasma power, twice opening power supply and voltage and flow rate. 

4. Cleaning the cable of plasma power and get rid of the humidity. 

5. To replace the input power cable and wire if they were damaged. 

Check the machine after it work for 36 hours or every week: 
1. Check if the fan is formal and air current is enough.  

2. Operator must below out all dusty and filth form machine. 

 

Notice 

Please do not blow the air into power supply when to clean the machine. The metal particle will 

disturb the sensitive electronic component and cause of the damage of device. 

Check the machine after it work for six months or 720 hours: 
1. Check the air filter, then clean and replace it by requirement. 

2. Replace the wire and hose if it is the leakage and flaw. 

3. Replace the switch if it is hit by arc or worn badly. 
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Appendix 1: G Code Instruction  

Item G Code Description 

1 G00 Fast Position 

2 G01 Direct Line Process 

3 G02 Circle Process clockwise 

4 G03 Circle Process anticlockwise 

5 G40 Cancel Kerf Compensation 

6 G41 Left Kerf Compensation 

7 G42 Right Kerf Compensation 

8 G90 Definite Coordinate 

9 G91 Increment Coordinate 

10 G92 Reference point of cutting shape  

11 M02 Program Over 

12 M07 High Pressure Oxygen On 

13 M08 High Pressure Oxygen Off 

Appendix 2: Error List  
Error Code Error 

01H Extra or illegal character in program 

20H Division overflow 

21H Circle (G02,G03) start or finish points wrong 

22H Circle (G02,G03) diameter wrong 

24H Circle (G02, G03) terms wrong 

2AH Extra program line, no torch moving  

34H illegal operation 

40H Emergency stop key pressed 

41H X axis positive direction limit 

42H Y axis negative direction limit 

43H Y axis positive direction limit 

44H Y axis negative direction limit 

45H Software coordinate negative limit 

46H Software coordinate positive limit 

 
 


